TMN-GLC website orientation
February 24, 2020

Website address: https://txmn.org/glc/

Calendar

The next five upcoming events are listed in the right column of the home page. For a complete calendar, click on View more at the bottom of this listing.
Event types are color coded. See the legend at the top of the calendar.

Move between months by clicking on the months at the top of the calendar.

Search for specific events using the search box at the top of the calendar. Note that the search will find events in the current month. Move between months to find events containing the selected keyword and the search will update.

For more details on a specific event, click on the calendar entry for the full event entry.
In addition to the event type (volunteer opportunity, advanced training, etc.), the full entry provides a lot of useful information about the event:

- VMS opportunity
- Date and time
- Location
- Organizer

VMS link

Hours are entered through VMS. A link to VMS can be accessed from the Members Section, Logging Hours page.

From the Logging Hours page, click on the hyperlink that directs you to the state TMN website.
Click on the link to the VMS log in page.
Volunteer opportunities

Information on approved chapter volunteer projects is found in the Members Section, Gideon Lincecum Chapter Volunteer Opportunities.

Each project approved by the chapter is listed in alphabetical order. The listing contains the VMS opportunity for that project, the name of the project leader, and a description of the project. Following
the chapter-approved projects is a listing of various citizen science projects that have been approved for volunteer hours by the chapter.

Training page

Class add-on materials are on the training page. Select the Training/Membership menu, the To Apply for Training and Membership. A copy of the website site orientation handout can be downloaded from this page.
Leadership

Chapter officers, project leaders, committee leaders, and chapter contacts are all found under About Us, then Officers, Board Members, Project Leaders.

Minutes

Historical board and chapter minutes are in the Members Section under the Minutes Archive.
Newsletters

Historical newsletters in the Members Section under Newsletters/Brochures.

Questions

Contact information for the website editor is found under About Us, then Officers, Board Members, Project Leaders.